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Step 3: Give it a try
Present one photo at a time to the PwD by placing it within a natural conversation.
Observe the PwD‘s reaction carefully: What does he/she say? What is his/her non-verbal language like? Did the photo enrich the conversation?
On the basis of these observations, you can refine your choice of topics or photos for the next session.
Keep in mind that some photos/topics which don‘t seem to trigger a reaction on one day may be useful in another situation!

HOW TO CHOOSE FROM THE MULTITUDE OF PHOTOS AND TOPICS

Step 2: Getting started - select some photos
Start with selecting only a few photos to get a feeling which kinds of photos and topics work 
well. For example: Try starting with three photos connected by a logical thread.

Step 1: Choose meaningful topics
Think about topics that could be meaningful to the PwD, bearing in mind that the topics that trigger the most memories relate to 
the main chronological stages of human life - see Activity #1. Consider which topics the person often raises of their own accord.

Step 4: Collect more photos
Once you feel reasonably confident with the activity, try to expand your search to include 
more or also more difficult topics.

Useful tips:
• You can keep topics general but not too general
• Think about what reflects a situation well and is easily understandable, like memorable buildings and activities
• Don’t cause stress due to too many details (e.g. the PwD tries to identify the one co-worker, or one specific person 

in a large wedding party etc.), especially if you have no chance to identify everyone
• Choose pictures that are random enough over too detailed ones
• You don‘t need the best photo - anything that works well fits!
• You don‘t always need the whole picture - focus on the essentials! 


